SUB: Venue for SAS Part-II Examination Scheduled to be held from 4th SEP to 08th SEP 2018.

The ensuing SAS Part-II Examination will be held from 4th Sep 2018 to 8th Sept 2018 (Saturday) at Chandigarh, Jammu, & New Delhi as per programme already notified vide Pt.II O/O No. 471 dated 24.08.18.

The centre-wise venue for subject examination are as under:

1. CHANDIGARH  :  Meghdoot, Multipurpose Hall, O/o The PCDA, WC Sector 9-C Chandigarh.

2. New Delhi   :  Conference Hall Office of the PCDA(BR), Seema Sadak Bhawan, Ring Sector Naraina, Delhi Cantt-110010

3. JAMMU      :  Community Hall PCDA(NC) Complex, Narwal Pain, Satwari, Jammu-180003

Candidates may be advised to bring with them their identity cards or letter of authority from their immediate superior officer and their specimen signatures duly attested failing which they will not be permitted to enter in the examination hall.

The Candidates may also be advised to reach the examination hall at least half an hour before the commencement of examination so that requisite formalities may be carried out before the commencement of the examination.

The candidates who are on leave may be informed accordingly and their signature obtained and kept on record.

No candidate shall be allowed to enter the examination hall with mobile phones. Use of electronic gadgets is completely banned in the examination hall.

Please ack. Receipt.

Authority: HQrs letter No.AN/SAS/16102/SAS-II/2018/CO dated 17.08.18.
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